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The potential for uranium deposits appears to be poor in
Cambodia. It is largely alluvium. Uranium may occur in dis-
cordant deposits in metamorphics and intrusives in the Cardamon
and Elephant Hills in the south, and in placers of U/TH minerals
in the delta or banks of the Mekong River.

The potential is in category 1 (less than 1000 tonnes U).
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A. INTRODUCTION AMD GENERAL GEOGRAPHY

Cambodia is a saucer shaped country of 181,000 square kilometers,
slightly larger than Greece. In most of the country elevations are
low, in the order of 100 meters or less, gradually sloping to the
borders of the country- An insignificant chain of mountains borders
the coast of the Gulf of Thailand and elevations reach 1000 meters
or more. Mountains also rise in Vietnam to the west in the order
of 1000 meters. The Khorat Plateau of Thailand forms a southward
facing scarp of about a 200 to 600 meters and forms natural border
between the countries.

The culture is strongly oriented towards a village pattern,
about 15,000 kilometers of roads connect villages, and two railroads
of about 650 kilometers one of which connects to Bangkok, serve the.
countryo Most transport is by inland waterways.

There are about 7,890,000 people in Cambodia* Population is
concentrated around Tonle Sap and the pattern'of life is dictated
by this unique lake- During dry season it shrinks to an area of
about 4100 square kilometers and an average depth of about 2.1 meters.
During the wet season the Mekong River floods and backs up the Tonle
Sap River to refills the lake expanding its area to over 10,000 square
kilometers and an average depth of 10 meters.

Climate is governed by the monsoons. Nearly all moisture comes .
between mid-May to August. The rest of the time the country receives
scant moisture. Amounts vary from over 500 centimeters on the
seaward slopes of the sea ranges to around 125 centimeters in the
central lowland. Temperatures range from a maximum of 35°C in April
to 26° C in January.

About 75'yo of the country is heavily forested surrounding the
central lowland which is largely rice paddies and cultivated.

International air service serves Phnom Penh with domestic . .
service to 5 other cities. Phnom Penh is the capitcl and the only
port. Access is via the Mekong River through Vietnam and there is
no port on the coast.

There is no known geological survey in Cambodia, and Cambodia's
known mineral resources are limited. Iron deposits and traces of
gold, coal, copper, and manganese have been reported in the Kompong
Thorn area. Potter's clay is common, and deposits of jet, phosphates,
and ccrundum are found. Zircons and jet are. exploited in Stung
Treng and Battambang provinces. Salt is found in the central provinces.

Mineral production in recent years seems to be confined to salt.

Other commodities produced are over-whelmingly agricultural
products. The unit of currency is the riel, and at present (1977)
1 US$ = 1,675 riels, although there seems to be little use for
currency at present.
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B. GEOLOGY IN RELATION TÔ  POTEmiALLY;. URAHIIM
BEARING AREAS '

Only a small proportion of .Cambodia is outcrop area. The
mountains on the south bordering the sea and highland bordering
Vietnam have exposures but the country is largely alluvium.

Outcrops in the south are Mesozoic and Paleozoics. Rocks of
the same age are present in the east also but orogenic deformation
has also left intrusive and extrusives of late-Tertiary to recent
age.

Like all of Indochina, Cambodia has been subjected to at
least three periods or deformation, Metamorphics occur, especially
in the east.

The uranium, potential of Cambodia is not considered great.
Heavy rainfall would likely destroy any deposits that may have formed.
Limited outcrops restrict prospecting areas, so prospecting must
all be carried out almost entirely by drilling through the
alluvium.

Although no geologic map is known at present for Cambodia, a
small scale (l: 5,000,000) geologic map of Asia and the Par East
compiled at UNESCO was used in conjunction with its accompanying
description to gain a small degree of insight into the geology of
the country.

Presumably all geology available was done either by or under
the direction of the French.

C. PAST EXPLORATION

It is very doubtful if any uranium exploration has been
carried out in Cambodia, although as noted above mineral occurrences
of other uypes have been reported.

D . URANIUM OCCURRENCES

There are no known uranium occurrences in Cambodia.

E. PRESENT STATUS,.OF

It is very doubtful if any uranium exploration is being carried
out in Cambodia, and it is also doubtful if any will be done in the
very near future for two reasons: first the geology as known is
not considered favourable and second, that Cambodia must direct most
of its current efforts toward simple survival.
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F. POTENTIAL FORJJEW DISCOVERIES

Ground examination may reveal some geologically favourable
host rocks, "but the geologic descriptions available and the UNESCO
geologic map provide no great ..encouragement.

The uranium potential of Cambodia is in metamorphic and
intrusive in the Cardamon and Elephant mountain areas in the south,
where limited outcrops can be found, and to a limited, extent in
placer deposits along the Mekong River. However, the quantity of
potential lies in category 1 (less than 1000 tonnes U),
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